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●This accessory assists new riders who may not be
comfortable riding rollers yet by securely clamping the
front fork to the roller frame.
●Works with MOZ-Roller, ActionRoller-Advance, and
Action-Magroller by changing the Fitting Bracket
position and direction.
●The quick release skewer is set in urethane busings to
protect the front fork from heavy shocks. Still, be sure
not to twist or bend the fork to aggressively during
training.
●Be sure to follow the order of tightening the bolts as
instructed for proper fork position.
●For the standard sport bikes with normal wheelbase
and 24" – 700c wheel. Any other bikes such as
mini-velo or long-tail bikes will not fit.
●In the case of MOZ-Roller, the bike will not sit in the
roller center due to the bracket combination.
●Check to make sure every nut and bolt is tightened
correctly before use. If something is wrong, stop
using and contact your local shop for help.

[ In use style with MOZ-Roller ]
(Make sure the Fitting Bracket position and direction)

How To Install ActionBridge
Required Tool : 6mm Hex Wrench
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Main Body

Change the position and direction of the Fiiting Bracket to fit your
rollers type.
[ MOZ-Roller ] (as shown above)
Left : Outward from Inside
Right : Inward from Outside

!

2

Front Fork Support
Quick Release Skewer

[Action / Advance (Wide) ]
Left & Right : Outward from Inside

The reinforcement plate is set in the Main Body tube end.
During reinstallation this may fall out and if not correctly
installed, will result in damage to the tube.
Set the plate so it's not visible in the tube and at the correct
angle.

Attach the Main Body over the rollers frame.
Align the lower hole on the Fitting Bracket to the hole
next to the front roller. (Any hole is OK but for best
stability use the next, far side hole)
Set the Plate Nut on the inside of the frame, then screw
the Knob Bolt with washers temporally.

Reinforcement Plate
(inside)

Cap Bolt
M8x20

Fitting Bracket

Angle Fixing
Plate

Knob Bolt
Plate Nut
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Remove the front wheel from the bike, place the rear wheel between the mid and rear rollers. Set the front fork to the
Front Fork Support and tighten the quick release skewer to securely hold it.
Now the best Main Body angle has been set. You will fix it in the next step.
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Install the Angle Fixing Plate to the Fitting Bracket. It will keep the angle of the Main Body.
While sticking the plate onto the roller frame, screw the M8x20 Cap Bolt with washers from outside. Firmly tighten the
bolt.
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Finally, tighten the Knob Bolt firmly.

Warranty Period : 1 year
Contact

Made in Japan

MINOURA JAPAN

1197-1 Godo, Anpachi, Gifu 503-2305 Japan
Fax +81-584-27-7505 / Email minoura@minoura.jp
www.minoura.jp

For more details, read the attached
"Minoura Limited Warranty Policy" card.
Please refer to our website for any updated
information.

